Graduate School of Law School
Educational Objectives
Educational objectives that reflect the purpose of the new system of legal education and training.

The Ajou Law School has established the following educational objectives in its pursuit
of cultivating lawyers with sound professional ethics and expertise in legal dispute
resolution:
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A lawyer who:
-Attends to social
minorities and
underprivileged people
-Performs all duties and
responsibilities of the
society
-Possesses a balanced
perspective
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"Cultivation of lawyers with sound professional ethics and expertise in legal
dispute resolution"
Article 2 of 「Act on the Establishment and Operation of Law School」

Academics and practice theory of teaching and researching reflected in the educational
objectives of the Ajou Law School
The Ajou Law School is strongly committed to not only informing students about
relevant legal knowledge, but also providing more comprehensive professional
education of both theory and practice that can be readily applied in real life.

Legal Education
in Theory and
Practice

Participating in curriculum
courses such as 'Philosophy of
Lawyers Advocating

Law', 'Laws and Ethics' and

Justice and Services

courses on human rights, as well
as pro bono legal services as
extracurricular activities
Providing advanced courses such
as 'Act on Protection of

Lawyers Promoting
Creativity and
Innovation

Technology of Small and Mediumsized Businesses' and 'Law and
High-tech Industry', and practical
legal training through business
counseling of corporate legal
affairs
Instilling an international mindset
with academic theories on the

Lawyers Displaying
International
Capability

legal structure of international
society and international
protection of intellectual property,
and operating international joint
degree programs to produce
international lawyers

